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Is the obligation to pay hire a 

“condition” ?
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TERMINOLOGY

What is a “condition” ?

“Term of a contract breach of which entitles the 
innocent party to bring the contract to an end at 

common law and claim substantial damages.”
	

common law and claim substantial damages.”

To be contrasted with a “warranty” and an “innominate term”

Is the particular term 

an “essential term” 

which “makes time of the essence” ?
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"Clause 5

Payment of said hire to be in London net of bank charges 

in cash in United States Currency 30 days in advance and 

for the last 30 days or part of same the approximate 

amount of hire, hire is to be paid for the balance day by 

day as it becomes due, if so required by Owners, 

otherwise failing the punctual and regular payment of 

the hire, or bank guarantee, or any breach of this Charter 
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the hire, or bank guarantee, or any breach of this Charter 

Party, the Owners shall be at liberty to withdraw the 

vessel from the service of the Charterers, without 

prejudice to any claim they (the Owners) may otherwise 

have on the Charterers. …” (emphasis added)
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Kuwait Rocks Co v AMN Bulkcarriers Inc. 

MV ASTRA [2012] EWHC 865 (Comm) , Flaux J

B = YES !
Spar Shipping SA v Grand China Logistics Holding Spar Shipping SA v Grand China Logistics Holding 

(Group) Co. Ltd [2015] EWHC 718 (Comm), Popplewell J

B B = NO !
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� ASTRA : REASON 1

[109] “First, the wording of the clause makes it clear that there is a right to 

withdraw whenever there is a failure to make punctual payment, in other 

words irrespective of whether the breach is otherwise repudiatory, the 

contract treats it as sufficiently serious as to entitle the owners to terminate. 

In my judgment, this is a strong indication that it was intended that failure to 

pay hire promptly would go to the root of the contract and thus that the 

provision was a condition……”

� � SPAR
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� � SPAR

[202] The fact that a clause may entitle party A (ie Owner) to terminate (ie

withdraw) on breach of any term tells one “nothing” about whether the term 

breached is to be characterised as a “condition” – see also [195].

Reasoning difficult to reconcile with Financings v Baldock



� ASTRA REASON 2A
[110] “..Second, the general rule in mercantile contracts, where there is a "time" provision 

requiring something to be done by a certain time or payment to be made by a certain 

time, is that time is considered of the essence…..”

• Lord Wright in the Tankexpress case; speeches in The Laconia; speeches in The Mihalios Xilas; Lord Diplock

in United Scientific Holdings; speeches in Bunge v Tradax; Lord Diplock in The Afovos

� � SPAR
[203] “..As to this, the presumption in commercial contracts is that stipulations as to time of 

payment are not of the essence in the absence of a clear indication to the contrary. The dicta 

in the cases about the owners' commercial interest in prompt and punctual advance payment 
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in the cases about the owners' commercial interest in prompt and punctual advance payment 

provide good reason for approaching a contractual option to terminate with the stringency 

which its unqualified terms require, but no reason additionally to treat the term as a condition 

conferring a right to terminate at common law with its different financial consequences: once 

the owner is able to invoke his option to cancel to put an end to future performance he is no 

longer obliged to fund the operation of the vessel for the benefit of the charterer. His interest 

in the prompt and punctual payment of hire for so long as he has to provide the services of 

the master and crew to the charterers disappears when he withdraws the vessel from service. 

Insofar as the dicta go beyond this and state in terms that payment of hire is a condition, as 

those of Lord Diplock and Lord Roskill undoubtedly do, they were not made after argument on 

the point and are counterbalanced by other judicial dicta and the decision of Brandon J in The 

Brimnes to the contrary.”



� � SPAR

[167]-[171] – stipulations as to time of payment are not 

generally regarded as of the essence in commercial 

contracts unless a contrary intention appears from the 

contract or the surrounding circumstances:
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• United Scientific Holdings v Burnley Borough Council 

[1978] AC 904

• Dalkia Utilities Services v Celltech International Ltd 

[2006] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 599 @ [130]-[131]

• Chitty on Contracts para 12-037

• Halsbury’s Laws Vol 22 para 502



� ASTRA REASON 2B

[110-113] Presence of anti-technicality clause makes clear that 

“time is of the essence” ie there is a limit to the period of grace of 

2 days after the notice; and that this is a valid ground for 

distinguishing Judgment of Brandon J. in The Brimnes
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� � SPAR

[204] The terms of the anti-technicality clause do not indicate 

that time was intended to be of the essence.



� ASTRA REASON 2C

[114] In any event, The Brimnes should not be followed because:

(i) Inconsistent with dicta in HL

(ii) Reasoning in The Brimnes based on The Georgios C which has been overruled

(iii) Speeches in The Laconia falsified Mr Robert Goff QC’s argument that “punctual” 

added nothing to “payment” – on the contrary, “punctual” was significant
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[204]

(i) Dicta in HL do not undermine reasoning

(ii) In any event, The Brimnes has support of other dicta at highest level

(iii) Brandon J did rely on The Georgios C and, yes, The Georgios C was overruled in 

The Laconia - but on a different point.

(iv) Mr Robert Goff QC’s argument that “punctual” added nothing to “payment” not 

undermined by anything said by HL



� ASTRA REASON 3

[115-116] Importance of certainty in commercial transactions. The “wait and 

see” approach to breach of charterparty is inimical to certainty.

� � SPAR
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[205] Certainty is achieved by an option to cancel (ie withdrawal) without 

conferring an unmerited right to damages.

Cf Treital on The Law of Contract, 13th Ed at para 18-069,the principal function 

of both conditions and express contractual termination provisions is to ensure 

certainty so far as the right to terminate is concerned.



� ASTRA REASON 4

[117] Conclusion that hire obligation is a “condition” also 

supported by other dicta viz.

• Rix LJ in Stocznia v Latco

• Moore-Bick LJ in Stocznia v Gearbulk

� � SPAR

[206] These are two shipbuilding cases which do not support the 

conclusion that payment of hire is a “condition”. See [172]-[176]
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� � SPAR

Considerations suggesting that payment of hire is not a condition:

• [195] The express right to withdraw ie “The inclusion of the contractual right of 

withdrawal for non payment suggests that in its absence there would be no such 

right.”

• [196] Presumption that in mercantile contracts, stipulations as to the time of 

payment are not to be treated as conditions absent a contrary indication in the 

contract.

• [197] Predicated breaches may range from the trivial to the serious. Although not 
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• [197] Predicated breaches may range from the trivial to the serious. Although not 

determinative, this is an indication that the term should be treated as an innominate 

term.

• [198] Presumed objective intention ie. cannot conceive that in the absence of a 

contractual withdrawal clause, owners and charterers should be taken to have 

intended that a payment of hire a few minutes late would entitle owners to throw 

up a 5 year year charter.

• [199] Considerations of commercial certainty do not point to a different conclusion.

• [201] Although not free from controversy, Brandon J’s decision in The Brimnes has 

been generally accepted in the shipping community: Time Charters, 7th Edition para

6.129 (Cf: Scrutton, 22nd Ed., para 16-022 and previous editions)



� � SPAR
Commercial certainty/sensible commercial result ?

[114] “…….If full and punctual advance payment of hire is the lifeblood 

of the owner, on which he is entitled to insist, a withdrawal clause 

which amounts to an option to cancel adequately protects this 

commercial interest: once exercised the owner is free to employ his 

vessel elsewhere, trusting to the performance of a different charterer to 

pay hire fully and punctually in advance. I see nothing in the owner's 

interest which is not adequately protected by an option to cancel……”
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interest which is not adequately protected by an option to cancel……”

[141] “….If payment of hire were a condition entitling owners to 

terminate at common law and claim damages, charterers' exposure 

would be just as great if the market had fallen as if it had risen. On a 

risen market the charterers would bear the market difference by having 

to charter in at a higher rate; in a fallen market charterers would have to 

pay owners for the fall in the rate as damages for repudiation….”



B
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